
 

 

 

Step 1 What do I need to know? 

 Understand the difference between the mobile phase and the stationary phase. 

 Know how to carry out paper chromatography 

 Know how to calculate the Rf value. 

Step 2 How do I find out about it? 
 

Revision Guide Page Web Links 

 

 

 
 

Paper Chromatography  
 

 
 

Paper Chromatography  
Higher Pg. 154 

Foundation Pg. 152 

Triple (Chemisty) Pg. 87  
 

Step 3 What can I do to help me learn it? 
 

 Complete the relevant questions in your CGP 
Science Workbook 

Higher Pages 156 

Foundation Pages 134 
 

TASK 1- Write a method explaining how you set up and complete paper chromatography. Explain the importance of 

using a pen and the solvent line being below the baseline. 

Task 2- Define/explain these key terms; 

 Mobile phase 

 Stationary phase 

 Solvent 

 Solvent front 

 Baseline 

Task 3- Calculate the Rf value of the mobile phase of the substance 

shown in the chromatogram on the right. Use the equation below.  

 

 

Science Faculty | Directed Improvement Sheet 
Year 9   Explain how chromatography can be used to identify 

substances 

https://www.bbc.com/education/guides/zqqtrwx/revision/3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XCPPB-sBFU


 

 

 

Step 1 What do I need to know? 

 Know how to test for oxygen.  

 Know how to test for chlorine.  

 Know how to test for carbon dioxide.  

 Know how to test for hydrogen.  

Step 2 How do I find out about it? 
 

Revision Guide Page Web Links 

 

 

 
 

Gas Tests 
 

 
 

Gas Tests 
Higher Pg. 160 

Foundation Pg. 153 

Triple (Chemisty) Pg. 88  
 

Step 3 What can I do to help me learn it? 
 

 Complete the relevant questions in your CGP 
Science Workbook 

Higher Pages 161 

Foundation Pages 136 
 

TASK 1- Describe the test for the four gases; 

 Chlorine 

 Oxygen 

 Carbon Dioxide 

 Methane 

 

Task 2- Complete the word equations to work out whether gas tests would be positive or negative. 

1. During the electrolysis of brine, would litmus paper turn pink?     Sodium chloride ->  

2. Would limewater turn cloudy during this thermal decomposition reaction? Calcium Carbonate -> 

3. What test would be indicate the gas released during this reaction? Hydrogen peroxide + manganese oxide 

4. Metal + Acid reactions would make limewater cloudy. True or False 

5. Magnesium + Hydrochloric Acid reaction would release what gas? 
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/science/edexcel_pre_2011/chemicalreactions/preparinggasesrev4.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVkGKurtaiE


 

 

 

Step 1 What do I need to know? 

 Know that flame tests can be used to identify certain metal ions 

 Know the colours produced when compounds of lithium, sodium, potassium, calcium and copper are flame 

tested 

 Understand why you may not be able to use flame tests to identify ions if a sample contains more than one type 

of positive ion 
 

Step 2 How do I find out about it? 
 

Revision Guide Page Web Links 
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Flame tests 

 

Higher  

Foundation  
Triple (chemistry) Pg. 89  

 

Step 3 What can I do to help me learn it? 
 

 Complete the relevant questions in your CGP 
Science Workbook 

Higher Pages  

Foundation Pages  
  Triple Pages 92 
 

TASK 1- Describe the method to carry out a flame test 

Task 2 – State what colour flame you would see for lithium, sodium, potassium, calcium and copper compounds 

Task 3 – Explain why a flame test may not identify the correct ion if a sample contains more than one type of 

positive ion 

 

Science Faculty | Directed Improvement Sheet 
Year 9   Use Flame spectroscopy to identify the metals in compounds. 

https://www.bbc.com/education/guides/zwwprwx/revision
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bd0A44Iv2OI


 

 

 

Step 1 What do I need to know? 

 Know the results of the reactions of calcium, copper(II), iron (II), iron (III), aluminium and magnesium ions with 

sodium hydroxide solution 

 Be able to write balanced equations for the formation of hydroxide precipitates in this test 

 Know how to test for carbonate, halide, and sulphate ions to correctly identify the ions in a compound  
 

Step 2 How do I find out about it? 
 

Revision Guide Page Web Links 

 

 

 
Tests for negative ions 

 

 
Tests for negative ions 

 

Higher  

Foundation  

Triple (chemistry) Pg. 89  
 

Step 3 What can I do to help me learn it? 
 

 Complete the relevant questions in your CGP 
Science Workbook 

Higher Pages  

Foundation Pages  
  Triple Pages 92 
 

TASK 1- Describe a method to carry out tests for metal ions using precipitation reactions 

Task 2 – Describe a method to test for carbonate, halide and sulphate ions 

Task 3 – Substance Z is an ionic compound in solution. When sodium hydroxide solution is added to the solution 

containing substance Z, a blue precipitate is formed. When dilute hydrochloric acid is added followed by barium 

chloride solution, a white precipitate is formed. Name substance Z 

 

Science Faculty | Directed Improvement Sheet 
Year 9   Use sodium hydroxide to identify hydroxides of other metals  in 

compounds. 

https://www.bbc.com/education/guides/zwwprwx/revision/3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8mJAQ7FiRE
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